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since the release of metal gear solid 2, numerous sequels and spin-offs have been developed. the
most notable of which was metal gear solid 3: snake eater, which was developed by kojima

productions and published by konami. it is arguably the first metal gear solid game to feature a plot
rather than the setting of a spy game. it is also the first to feature a large-scale plot, where the player

is freed from the confines of a small laboratory and allowed to travel the world to complete his
mission. snake eater is also the first game in the series to feature a linear plot, an important feature
of the series that kojima would later continue with snake eater's sequel, metal gear solid 4: guns of

the patriots. [1] despite the controversy of the original release, metal gear solid 2 received favorable
critical reception. the game is frequently cited as one of the best games of all time, and holds an

aggregate score of 98 on metacritic, [1] as well as an average of 94% on gamerankings. [2] the game
also scored a metascore of 96 on metacritic. in 2005, metal gear solid 2 was ranked number 66 on
gamespy's list of the best games of all time. [1] in 2011, game informer listed it as the fourth best
game of all time. [11] in 2012, both ign and gamezone ranked it as the seventh best game ever

made. [12]
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there are several other differences between the two versions of the game. the playstation 2 versions
of metal gear solid 2 include a "substance" option, which allows the player to re-experience the game

with the tweaks that the substance engine was capable of in the playstation 2 version. the ps3
version, however, does not include a "substance" option. the windows version lacks the ability to

change resolution in the options menu. the main gameplay is similar to the original metal gear solid,
with some notable changes. the basic movement system consists of a series of four buttons: the d-
pad, a, b, and x buttons. there are many more actions available to the player than in the original

game, with the addition of new moves such as the "jump" ability. one notable change is the addition
of a new feature called "scavenger mode", which allows the player to collect items and money. metal
gear solid 2 is an open world game, and the player is given the freedom to explore the game's map,

only being restricted by a time limit and various missions. the main aim of the game is to find the
legendary meryl silverburgh, who is hidden throughout the game's map. the player is initially

equipped with only a pistol and can obtain new weapons by looting the bodies of fallen enemies,
picking them up, or by finding them hidden throughout the game. the game contains many game-
breaking glitches, including random death, the ability to walk through solid walls, and an infinite
number of game-saving checkpoints. the game's difficulty has been criticised for its inclusion of
"wonderfully difficult" sections, which are often broken with only one mistake. for example, if the

player does not kill a guard after stealing a weapon, he or she will be rendered helpless. one of the
most infamous examples is the "death climb" glitch, in which the player is able to climb walls and
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ceilings simply by pressing up on the d-pad. the glitch can be activated without any specific actions,
but it still requires a certain degree of skill and timing to pull off. 5ec8ef588b
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